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COVER
Game title: The war beetwen brains and 
feelings
Made by Natalia Petrova

OVERVIEW
Game title: The war beetwen brains and 
feelings
Artist statement: My game about beet-
wen brains and feelings! This war exist in 
each of us! Just make your choice - wich 
side will win! 
Genre: Fighting
Target: just one side have to leave in the 
world
Platform/system PC 



INTRODUCTION
Goal: You have to kill all opposite mon-
sters in opposing force
Results: You occupy the world
Players: 1 or 2 players
Rules: You start with some monsters and 
then u have to develop this world and 
crush opposite force.
Play Method: mouse

STORY 
AND STRUCTURE

Background story: In the future all people   
mutate because of global pollution and  
infection. Some people who  leaded a 
rackety life they became organs of feeling 
and other people became brains. Brains 
and feelings hate each other. They hate 
style of life each other. So they live in the 
permanent war.
Game scenario: 1. choose your side
                             2. develope your side:



                     reproduction
                     defence and bastion your place
                 3.Attack
                 4.Win
Mission:
first mission: to create many new mon-
sters with multiplay. 
Feelings multiplay with sex, they just 
have to meet each other and then they will 
multiplay.
Brains appereance in new box. You have to  
built new boxes as much as possible.
second mission: find way into opposite 
forces world 
third mission:final fighting

Game characters:
Brains - They have many mouthes and one 
eye. They move with brain axis. They live 
in individual box. They fighting with teeth 
and axis.
Feelings - the feelings consist of the or-
gans of sence: eyes, mouthes, tongues.
They live in really dirty and unpleasent 
world. Everywhere there is poisonous. 
They fighting with teeth and tongues and 
arms. They don’t have weapon. When they 
don’t fighting they multiplay.



GAME 
GRAPHICS
Character design
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Characters
THE BRAINS



THE FEELINGS BLACKEYE MONSTER

EYES MONSTER



TOUNGUE MONSTER

 house shoes

 soap bubble

 pajamas

baby soap



TOYS



Storyboard
First page design
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